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TECATE SCORE BAJA 1000 & THE RALLY LOGGER (GPS DATA LOGGER) 
 
POSITIVE EFFECTS 
SCORE International and the racers in Trophy Truck, Class 1, Class 10, and ProTruck entered into a new 
era of technology and progress at the recent Tecate SCORE Baja 1000.  We received many positive 
comments from the racers… 
”SCORE should have done this years ago.” 
“This is the best thing that Sal Fish has ever decided to do.” 
“This is a great idea, I’m glad you guys are providing this service.” 
 
Overwhelmingly, the comments we received focused on fairness, safety, and the positive deterrent 
effects that the Rally Logger instills into each race driver. 
 
  
RESULTS 
RallyTrack.com installed 70 units into race vehicles at the start line in Ensenada with time to spare and 
retrieved an astounding 46 units at the finish line in La Paz.  Each retrieved Rally Logger was immediately 
connected to a computer to download and analyze the logged vehicle path and speed.  Unfortunately, 
due to a technical oversight with the onboard back up battery, every unit that was analyzed at the finish 
line did not contain any data.   
The internal back up battery is necessary to maintain the programming for automatically recording data 
every one tenth of a mile.  One week before the race, every unit was programmed and verified.  A 
random selection of units was checked at 24 and 36 hours after initial programming and still contained the 
custom programming information.  It has been determined that the back up battery was not completely 
charged so it would maintain the custom programming for more than 3 or 4 days.  This problem is 100% 
solvable by fully charging the back up battery before programming the unit.  A fully charged backup 
battery will maintain the programming for at least 10 days. 
 
  
FUTURE & APOLOGY 
RallyTrack.com will be providing GPS data logging services for all of the SCORE International races in 
2005.  Throughout the year, additional race classes will be mandated to use the Rally Logger.  SCORE 
International will announce when new classes are added. 
 
As an apology for the backup battery oversight, all leases paid for before the 2004 Tecate SCORE Baja 
1000 will be extended to include the 2005 Baja 1000 at no charge.  You paid for 5 races, you will get 5 
races. 
 
If you have any questions, e-mail me at; creitz@RallyTrack.com  
 
Sincerely, 
Craig B. Reitz 
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